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PREFACE

       We feel great pleasure and proud in presenting this annual 

journal “Tech Beats” to all CTTCians on the occasion of the annual 

CTTC alumni meeting 2006. It was just an imagination one year before and 

has come to reality today. Optimum attempt has been made in order to make this 

journal more beautiful and attractive. Nice quotations, moral sayings and some 

amusing jokes are placed in blank spaces, which we hope will touch your heart. 

       We are very thankful to all the alumnus of  CTTC,  for their valuable contribution to this 

journal. Without them this journal would be nowhere. Our  thank is due to Miss Taruneema 

Rout for her sincere effort in typing the Oriya articles.

       We are also thankful to ANITA PRINTERS for their tremendous effort in bringing out this 

journal successfully with excellent printing and beautiful cover within very short period.

        We don't claim this work as perfect without any mistake. We shall be grateful to the reader to 

bring the mistakes to our notice. However any suggestion in order to enrich the quality of the 

journal will be highly appreciated. Once again our heartfelt thanks to all of you.

Jay Jagannath

August 2006

Pune AMIYA KUMAR MOHANTY

       For The Editorial Team
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M E S S A G E

Greetings and Good Wishes to all my beloved ex-trainees of CTTC, 

Bhubaneswar and especially the members of CTTC Alumni Association.

I am extremely delighted to know that CTTC Alumni Association is 
nd thpublishing a journal on the eve of 2  CTTCians Alumni Meet on 13  August 

2006 at Pune.  I sincerely thank all the ex-trainees for their excellent 

performance in different industries, which has brought us immense 

credibility, and a unique image in industry.  The valuable and encouraging 

feedbacks of the entrepreneurs have boosted us to contribute significantly 

to the society as whole.

I expect the ex-trainees will explore opportunities for better 

unitization of the acquired skills and knowledge of their own and the junior 

CTTCians.

I wish the endeavour all success.

(L. RAJASEKHAR)

 

L. Rajasekhar
Sr.Manager (Training)
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                            SMILE AT THE WORLD

   

           Man is the greatest creature in this universe. Man has been searching for success 

and happiness since time immemorial. Once we are provided with basic physical 

necessities of food, dress and shelter, we seek peace and happiness. Most people seek 

happiness throughout their lives, yet many look in the wrong places, only to find despair. 

Some people are so unhappy, and so hopeless of ever being happy again, that they feel 

they would rather take their own lives than face living through another day.

Some times peace or happiness seems to be a relative term. Because the way we 

accept the things, makes the difference. Success is not about what we are creating for 

ourselves, it is about what we are leaving behind. With right attitude we can find out the best out of the  worst. 

Positive photos are developped from negatives in dark room. So if we are in trouble or darkness, we should 

understand that life is wrking on a beutiful picture for us.

A small story will explain it very well.

       Once a teacher was explaining the pupils how to live a happy life. He asked the pupils to go to the garden and 

collect the most beautiful grass they found. But the condition was that they had to start their journey from one end of 

the garden and complete at the other end. But they did not have to look back once they started their journey. The one 

who could get the most beautiful grass would be rewarded. The pupils started their journey enthusiastically.

After few minutes all of them returned. But no body came with a single grass.

“What happened? Did not you find  any  beautiful  grass from the entire garden?” asked the teacher.

“No, every grass we saw, we were expecting a more beautiful grass than that if we could go little ahead. But we 

could not know when we covered the entire garden.”

“The same thing can be implemented in our life. We are never satisfied with what we get. We should accept what 

god has given to us. Since we can not get always what we love, let's love what we get. This is the basic mantra of 

maintaining a happy life” said the teacher.

Life is a mixture of happiness and sorrows. In order to live a happy life we need to accept the things happily. Past is 

gone, future is uncertain and present is a gift. So let's live happily at present. No body has seen tomorrow.

It is always coming, but never arriving. So why to worry?

Let's face the challenges with a smile.

A true fact will be worthy to share here.  

Arthur Ashe, the legendary Wimbledon player was dying of AIDS. From world over, he received letters from his 

fans, one of which conveyed: "Why does GOD have to select you for such a bad disease"?

To this, Arthur Ashe replied: In this world over

5 Crore children start playing tennis,

AMIYA  MOHANTY 
(9th BATCH)

EDITORIAL



A. S. TOOLSA. S. TOOLS
Specialist in : 

Press Tools, Fixtures, Jigs & 
All Types of Tool Room Works

S. No. 677, Telco Road, Behind Sunrise Machine Tools, 
Landewadi, Bhosari, Pune - 39. Tel. : 020 - 56114338, 

Mobile : 9822625805, 9850824225. E-mail : aji07kumar@yahoo.com

With Best Compliments from
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50 Lakh learn to play tennis,

5 Lakh learn professional tennis,

50,000 come to the circuit,

5000 reach the grand slam,

50 reach Wimbledon,

4 to semi final,

2 to the final

And 1 gets the cup.

When I was holding a cup, I never asked GOD "Why me?"

And today in pain I should not be asking GOD "Why me?"

Be thankful to GOD for 98% of good things in life.

Live life without fear. Confront all obstacles and know that you can overcome them.

A great man has said “When you were born, you were crying and everybody around you was smiling. Live 

life in such away that when you die, you are the one smiling and everybody around you are crying”.

The world is like a mirror. If we smile at it, we are likely to get it back..

So start smiling at the world, because it costs nothing. 

Onward Technologies Limited

Kondhwa, Pune
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A BEGINNING…

 It is almost one year since the idea was conceived. I do not remember the 

particular date, but it was in the month of July 2005. Time was 10.15 P.M. Jaina 
th th(Jayashankar Nayak, 8  batch) Anupam bhai (Anupam Adhikary, 8  batch) Naresh 

th
(Naresh Kumar Naik, 9  batch & myself were standing in a circle in front of Hotel 

Sarvodaya, Chanannagar, Pune near our residence & chatting away after our dinner 

there. Suddenly my phone was ringing (Subudhi calling…), (Sumanta Kumar Subudhi, 
th9  batch). He asked me what are u doing man? I told him we are in front of Sarvodaya. 

He really felt that he was not able to be with us and told, “Just arrange a party yaar. ( Get 

together of ourselves ). I just took it easy at that time. Just after this talk came another 
thphone call from siba bhai (Mr Sibabrat Nayak, 6  batch). He also expressed the same feelings .The total cycle was 

complete and it immediately stuck me that it is time to have a get together for all of us CTTCIANS .We (Jaina, 

Anupam bhai Naresh & self) decided to begin the process then and there. We discussed in detailed and conveyed the 

same to all CTTCIANS in IAL GROUP, Pune. 

The response was instant and spontaneous. The decision was made in a day. We got equally good response from all 
STthe CTTCIANS from all corners of India and also the same from CTTC. The 1  CTTCIANS ALUMNI MEET 

th
blossomed on 14  August 2005 at Hotel Kapila, Dholepatil Road, and Pune. 

We had a gala time with all of more and us  There were three siblings (namely  Khushi, Ommi, and Arman). Our 

next generation!  There were 67 members altogether and five of them with family.

I feel that we could arrange the meet reasonably well in such a short time. We had some shortcomings in 

communication etc. But all were forgotten in the midst of the commradiary that we enjoyed to the fullest. The 

bonding of relationship, the feeling of togetherness, the exchange of notes and fun and the fact that any nonsense 

can be uttered with utter immunity engulfed all the 67 of us assembled at Kapila on that day.

I feel that the success of the alumni meet was contributed by each and every member present over there. This in turn 

reflects the training we got from our ALMA  MATER, CTTC,  Bhubaneswar.

We the CTTCIANS can never forget the words of wisdom we got from our mentors like “ Do this”,”Don't do this”,  

“ Its good “, “ Its bad”, “Don't rag “, “ Don't taunt on others “, “Be positive “, Don't argue”, “ Don't take so many 

leaves”,    “ Keep 100% attendance”etc. All this is so relevant today when we persue our carrier with responsibility, 

sincerity and with dignity.

At this juncture I particularly remember the advise from Mr. K.M.Rajan on discipline & vision of life, Mr. R.K 

Baidya on worship, Mr. S.K.Kar on quality, Mr. Radhee on communication, Mr. Lahri on knowledge upgradation, 

Mr. L.Rajsekhar on life and last but not the least Mr. Anil Bhandari on personality which are worth their weight in 

tones and tones of gold.

I bow my head in all humility and gratitude to one and all of my beloved  ALMA  MATER 

S. K. ROUT
(9th BATCH)

International Auto Ltd, Pune
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                      CENTRAL TOOL ROOM 

                      & TRAINING CENTRE, 

                      Bhubaneswar

 

Small Industries Development Organisation (SIDO) with the assistance of 

advanced countries viz. Denmark & Federal Republic of Germany  has set up 10 Tool 

Rooms in the country to assist SSI units in their technical up gradation by providing 

good quality tooling, quality highly skilled manpower etc.  Some of the tool rooms have 

also been set up with the assistance of UNIDO/ILO. These tool rooms are located at Ahmedabad, Bhubaneswar, 

Calcutta, Hyderabad, Indore, Jamshedpur, Jallandhar Ludhiana & Nagpur. State Govt. run tool rooms are at 

Lucknow, Delhi, Bangalore, Mysore and Goa. These tool rooms are equipped with latest imported equipments like 

CAD/CAM and specialised CNC machines like CNC Milling, CNC Turning, CNC EDM-Spark erosion, CNC wire 

cut, Grinding, Jig boring, Vacuum heat treatment etc. to provide toolings of international standards at competitive 

rates.

Among the 10 Tool Rooms & Training Centres under SIDO, Ministry of SSI, Govt. of India, Central Tool 

Room & Training Centre (CTTC), Bhubaneswar is well ahead of all in respect of providing highest number 

Tool Room/CAD/CAM/CNC Machining professionals to the Industry.  The Tool room is also on the top as far as 

generation of surplus revenue is concerned.  The uniqueness of the Tool Room & Training Centre is TOP among the 

tool rooms irrespective of the industrial backwardness of the State of Orissa.  The Centre is the only centre certified 

to ISO 9001-2000, ISO 14001-1996 and OHSAS 18001-1999.  The Quality Management System is also approved 

by Directorate General of Aeronautical Quality Assurance (DGAQA), Ministry of Defence.  

Background:

CTTC is established in the year 1991 under the bilateral agreement between Govt. of Denmark & Govt. of 

India in the Temple City “Bhubaneswar”.  It is spread in a area of 15 acres of land.  The infrastructural facilities like 

land & building have been contributed by the State Govt.  The first batch of Diploma in Tool & Die Making having 

strength of only 24 passed in the year 1994 and commercial Tool Production started in the year 1995.

Capabilities:

TOOL PRODUCTION:

F  Production of highly accurate tool & precision components.

F  Production with latest technologies through CAD/CAM/CIM.

F  Assembly back up with Clean room of 10000 class.

F  Try out of tools and pilot production.

S. K. ROUT
MBA-HRD

Placement I/c & Faculty for IOM

CTTC-Bhubaneswar

 cttcplacement@satyam.net.in

AN OVERVIEW
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F  Inspection by CNC 3D coordinate measuring machines.

F  Reverse Engineering through 3D CMM.

TOOL DESIGN:

F  Converting the ideas into reality by using CAD/CAM technologies with the latest software; Ideas, 

AutoCAD, Pro-E, Ansys, CATIA, MasterCAM, Unigraphics, DELCAM, Solidworks etc.

F  Design of dies, moulds, press tools, jigs and fixtures as per latest international standard.

F  Tool related innovation for improved product design.

HEAT TREATMENT:

F  High quality distortion free heat treatment

F  Very excellent texture of the finished tools and components with the help of Heat Treatment Plant with 

PLC control system of ZEISS make, ALD Germany.

Quality Control:

In order to match the best in the world, CTTC strives for high degree of performance of its products.  The Quality 

control department is back up by CNC 3D CMM, Tally round, Profile Projector, Electronic Height master, Micro 

height, Surface Tester, Hardness Tester etc.

Major achievements in Manufacturing:

F  Precision components/assembly for GSLV & PSLV satellite.

F  Manufacturing, Assemble & Testing of Fuel Systems LRUs for TEJAS Aircraft (LCA Project)

F  Precision components for defence application.

F  Precision components & jigs, fixtures for MIG aircraft engine.

F  Die casting dies & plastic moulds for automobile, electric and electronic industries.

F  Precision machining components for power project sector & general engineering industries.

F  Designed, manufactured & exported Plastic moulds & components to UK, Denmark & UAE.

TRAINING:

CTTC's philosophy of integrated solutions for Indian industrial growth is based on the provision of trained, skilled 

and innovative manpower.  Well structured, modular, practically oriented long term training & short term training 

programmes are the main focus of CTTC-Bhubaneswar.  It greatly emphasizes on overall intellectual development 

of the trainees through the following courses:

Long Term courses:

Ø 4 years Diploma in Tool & Die Making

Ø 1 year Post Diploma in CAD/CAM
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Ø 2 years NCVT programme in Machinist trade

Ø 1 year Certificate course in Advance Machining

Ø 1 year Certificate course in Advance Machine Maintenance.

Ø 2 years Certificate course in Machine operation

Ø 1 year Certificate course in CNC Machining.

Short Term courses:

Ø 6 months Advance Diploma in CNC Programming & Practices

Ø 5 months Master in CAD/CAM

Ø 6 months Advance Diploma in Hardware & Networking Management.

Besides the above, CTTC-Bhubaneswar also conducts various tailor-made courses for corporates as well 

as individuals.

Placement Cell:

CTTC believes the trainees of the Centre are the ambassadors of the Centre.  To make the ambassadors effective in 

respective industries CTTC has formed a dedicated Placement Cell to explore reputed companies for placement of 

the candidates.  Due to the sincere effort of the cell, the CTTC-trainees are well placed in the following industries:

F  National Panasonic-Singapore      F  Sundaram Clayton Ltd.

F  Al-Switch Gear -Kuwait F  Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.

F  Broadway Manufacturing-Singapore F  L&T Ltd.

F  Tata Consultancy Services F  Timex Watches Ltd.

F  Tata Motors Ltd. F  International Auto Ltd.

F  Hero Honda Motors Ltd. F  Areva T&D India Ltd.

F  Bharat Industries Ltd. F  Continental Engines

F  CTM India Ltd. F  Gabriel India Ltd.

F  Haldex India Ltd. F  Highway Industries Ltd.

F  Jindal Stainless Ltd. F  Kangaroo Tools Pvt. Ltd.

F  Minda Industries Ltd. F  Nagata India Ltd.

F  OCL India Ltd. F  Rolta India Ltd.

F  Spicer India Ltd. F  Taegutec India Ltd.

F  Videocon Industries Ltd. F Sandhar Steady Stream Tooling Pvt. Ltd.

Besides the above in so many other companies the trainees of CTTC, Bhubaneswar are working with high repute.  

The companies encourage the employees by giving encouraging feedbacks about the CTTC passed out trainees.

With the above, the employees of CTTC-Bhubaneswar are quite confident to cross number of milestones in 

coming future.
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SHAPING INDIAN YOUTHS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY 

EDUCATION TOOL ROOM TRAINING - A SAVVY
          

Abstract: Many exciting technological education programs are being developed and implemented across the India. 

State-wide implementation of technological education has occurred in a number of states such as Orissa, 

Karnatakka, and some part of East-India. Additionally, some programs efforts toward implementation of 

technology education have aroused wide interest in the study of technology and have contributed to the rapid 

growth of contemporary curriculum materials. The process of implementing technology education curricula is a 

complex undertaking that requires an adaptation of philosophy, curriculum, and instructional practices. This article 

reviews and suggests a fine tune in integrated approach towards TE in active participation of industry and Institute 

and need for social relevance program. 

Key Words: TE, TL, TR, Social Reconstruction, Industry-Institute

1) Introduction:

In recent year's Tool Room (TR) Trainers/Educators across the country setting out to reform education by calling for 

a social relevance, advocating a restructuring of Training/Education. The ever changing perception of the roll of 

technology in our society provides educators with a myriad of challenges and problems   for the curriculum. 

Technology is alternately seen as a major source of society's problems, or as the salvation of society. This confused 

role, compounded with the current trend toward life-long learning, and the need for future citizens who can function 

effectively in a modern technological society, provides educators with innumerable opportunities for integrating 

realistic problem solving techniques into the teaching environment. The purpose of this article is to provide 

practical suggestions on how a technological problem solving environment can be created and used by educators in 

any area of study to help prepare students for living in our modern society through Industry-institute and discuss TL.

2) Historical and Literature Overview/Review

The systematic design of technical instruction based on competencies has a    rich tradition. Charles Allen's 

influential work The Instructor, the Man and the Job, published in 1919, demonstrated the usefulness of organizing 

instruction into logical units which could be standardized among different training locations. The effectiveness of 

 
Lingam Raja Seakhar, 

Senior Manager(Training)
Elangovan Gowdhaman,

Senior Engineer(Training)
M.K.Satapathy

Senior Engineer(Training)
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instruction was no longer based solely on the ability of the individual instructor, but was also due to the quality of 

the design itself, which served to guide the instructor and provided the basis for planning, conducting and 

evaluating instruction. Subsequent work by W. W. Charters (1923), Robert Selvidge (1923; 1926), Selvidge and 

Fryklund (1930) and others helped to develop a framework for the systematic analysis of instructional content and 

the design of instructional materials. These early efforts were applied during World War II to the training of 

military personnel and production workers. The effectiveness of deliberately planned and systematically 

organized training was clearly demonstrated. Following the war, government groups and private industry 

convinced that quality and productivity could be improved through systematic training, invested in research and 

development. This work established the foundation for contemporary instructional design practice. Theoretical 

constructs were formulated     along    with practical   procedures 

which helped to guide instructional development and implementation. The Craftsmen Training Scheme was 

introduced by Govt. of India in 1950 to ensure a steady flow of skilled workers.  The scope of activity also 

expanded significantly. At least four lines of research which impacted on instructional design were pursued by 

different researchers.1. Attention was focused on the need to clearly specify objectives in observable and 

measurable terms; 2. Measurement and evaluation concepts were advanced, making it possible not only to directly 

measure learning outcomes but also to assess the efficiency of the various instructional components; 3. Learning 

theory was merged with instructional design theory; 4. Advances were made in the use of instructional materials 

and educational technology; and by the 1970s sufficient theory and practice existed to build well- conceived, 

efficient, integrated systems of instruction. Instructional development evolved into a large enterprise serving 

government and military groups, private industry, public education and related professions. The 1990s have seen 

additional instructional system refinement, particularly in the application of learning theory and the use of 

educational technology. Computer technology especially is a current focus. Present models for the design of 

technical instruction build from a rich body of knowledge, and draw concepts and practices from a diverse stream 

of influence, including industrial psychology, skills analysis, programmed learning, measurement and evaluation, 

media design and learning theory. 

3)  TR towards Social Relevance in Technology Education

We are slowly and painfully becoming aware newer challenges as population, the environment, employment, 

health, psychological of individuals and meaningful education of our youth are not being met by the mere 

accumulation of more data or expenditure of more years, energy, or money.  We need a to shape the experiences 

of the young so that instead of reproducing current habits, better habits shall be formed, and thus the future adult 

society can be an improvement on their own. In recent years in India educators of SIDO, TR Trainers and IGNOU 

setting to reform education by calling for a social reconstruction, advocating a restructuring of education and 

training. Artificial environment of the schools was miseducative in the youth of the country were not prepared to 

see and understand the values and issues which would confront them as they became adults says researchers 

Dewey and Childs . There should be a creation of   a new social order by creating a new environment in the schools/ 

Technical schools 'reconstructing' the existing environment towards Industry  institute environment

3.1 Creating a Social Relevance Curriculum for Technology Education
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and social studies to show how technology is an integral part of other disciplines and vice 

versa. It also emphasizes the need for humans to apply knowledge from other disciplines to 

solve technological problems.

4.1.3. Modular Approach: Individualized, self-paced, action-based (2b) 

units of instruction that allow students to use current technologies to learn 

independently. The modular approach provides students with problems 

and activities that encourage them to use critical, higher-level thinking 

skills to solve problems and make value decisions.

4.1.4 Problem Solving Approach: An instructional approach that emphasizes critical thinking and is centered 

around students (2c) using a problem solving process to find creative solutions to problems.   

5) What is Industrial Technological Literacy?

In a study in US the following definition of technological literacy was used: technological literacy is having the 

knowledge and ability to select, properly apply, then monitor and evaluate appropriate technology given in 

the given context. 

5.1 Several reports on education have addressed the TL issue and have all called for an increase in the level of 

TL exhibited. They voice of an opinion similar to Mr. Ley (1987), namely, “The level of technological literacy to 

which educators and others are able to bring the general 

population will determine the future world in which 

humankind will exist”.

5.2 Here the term “General Population” is to keenly to be 

watched. Very rich technology Institute is not reached to the 

general public. It is been giving benefits to very selective 

group of students. Though this is important, for the country 

like India there should more programs specifically designed 

for very average students which address “General 

Population” and given them opportunity with active 

participation of Industry  Institute Sandwich program. Fig 1 

demonstrate the model for prospective society through 

technology education.    

 

Photo-2a

Photo-2c

Photo-2b
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Many Educationalists have relied upon technical processes as a means of generating curriculum content. But 

Teaching about technical processes is essential in a 'hands on' program. A social reconstruction curriculum 

orientation would be 'hands on.' Or adequate Hands. It is the way in which the technical processes are organized 

that distinguishes the curriculum orientation. 

3.2 Summary

Several purposes of education have been 

prominent in this country since the 

beginning of public education. Social 

reconstruction is one of the unique 

categories (ph 1a&1b) of purpose which 

has helped to shape educators' thinking 

about curriculum. Social relevance 

program tries to involve students in 

school/technical school and community 

life in order to help them to 

become adults who can reconstruct and improve society. Many technology educators have tried activities with 

students which were motivated by a social reconstruction perspective, but few have implemented complete 

program. In fact, there are few examples of any program.  

4) Specialized Technology Education Programs  TR Ed.  One of the major targets of technological Training is to 

promote technological literacy of a broad and encompassing nature.  To achieve this goal, the students are prepared 

to understand, control, and use technology. Students are learning how to adapt to technological change and how to 

deal with forces that influence their lives and potentially control their future. The paradigms for teaching 

technology education are changed in this direction at Tool Room Training centers across the country. 

4.1 Technology education teachers and curriculum experts recommend a variety of differing instructional 

approaches such as self-paced modules, interdisciplinary methodology, and problem solving to inform students 

about technology and its affects on society. These instructional approaches all have their advantages and 

disadvantages.

The instructional approaches typically used in technology education are defined as follows:

4.1.1 Industrial Arts Approach: A body of related subject matter, or related courses, organized for the 

development of understanding about all aspects of industry and technology, including learning experiences 

involving activities such as experimenting, designing, constructing, evaluating, and using tools, machines, 

materials, and processes (America Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education, 1979).

4.1.2. Integrated Approach: Instruction that incorporates other disciplines such as (2a) English, math, science, 



6) Preparing Students for Living in a Technological Society.

National Science Board Commission on Pre-College Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology (US 

1983) noted the effects of technological changes in its report. We must return to basics, but the basics of the 21st 

century are not only reading, writing, and arithmetic says Prof James Braukmann Eastern Washington University 

and Prof Melvin Padras Industrial Technology Education Department, University of Idaho, Moscow. They include 

communication and higher problem solving skills, and scientific and technological literacy. In TR Training 

“Development of students capacities for problem solving and critical thinking in all areas of learning is 

presented as a fundamental goal.” 

6.1 Problem solving as a Teaching Method :   We can cluster the  skills into two general categories  group 

dynamics and problem solving strategies.

6.1.1 Group dynamics includes leadership, communication, presentation, and persuasion skills. These skills are 

vital in business or academia, in industry or politics, from committee work to designing. We should force students to 

use them. For example, if a group of students will be 

evaluated on a final cooperative product, and no one 

member can manage all the work, persuasion, 

communication, and cooperation will develop.  The group 

must find ways to organize and communicate internally and 

externally to accomplish a common goal.

6.1.2 The second category, problem solving strategies, 

includes the design process, information management, and 

learning skills.

7) The Challenge and conclusion

All forms of public technical education design pattern and 

its application, however, is less sophisticated than is found 

in military and Industrial applications due to the large gap 

between Institutes and Industries. Industries should come 

forward to deliver the latest Technologies to the 

Technological Institutions. The most of the conferences 

are happing in Institution with very less participations of 

Industries or it might not sufficient. Due to nano 

technologies the light weight materials Leeds to 

emergence of MEMS and Mechtronic made a fruitful 

pavement for convergence technologies which normally MNC 
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Training at SIDO Tool Room

Today's Trainees - Back Bone of Indian 
Industries in Jubilant Mood 



environment employs. Many Industries keeps technologies as secret, made great set back for the technical 

Institution. The above team  when try to visit TR institutes alumni entrepreneur, shocked by listening his unwilling 

ness regarding the technology transfer, which give really disgracing and pain full situation. Now-a-days 

technological institution's Industrial visit also become like simple tour like program gives a real pathetic out look. 

The alliums must come forward to give presentation/ seminars through their motivated industrial team to boost 

Future technologist and or technical teachers. This creates a smooth relationship between Technical teachers-

current students- professionals  Industries. The professionals must feel that their institutes are their home. 
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S. K. ROUT
MBA-HRD

Placement I/c & Faculty for IOM

CTTC-Bhubaneswar

 susanta_rout@yahoo.com

Over the recent years, it has been noticed the following changes in the 

social contract between the employers and the employees:

Employer's expectations on Employees:

F Performance to the best of one's ability.

F Commitment to the objectives of the organisation.

F Participation and making suggestions.

F Willingness to undergo trainings to improve productivity.

F Ethical and honest behavior.

Employee's expectations on the Employers:

F 'Fair' pay and benefits proportionate to contribution to company 

success.

F Security tied to fortunes of the company and ability to perform.

F Respect, recognition and opportunities for participation.

F Opportunities for growth.

F Safe and healthy workplace.

F Transparency in communication.

Joint Expectations:

F Partnering replaces paternalism

F Employees are value adding resources, not mere costs to be cut.

F Employer and employee must focus on customer needs and 

desires.

F Contribution to improve safe and healthy workplace.

“CONTRACTS” BETWEEN 

EMPLOYERS & EMPLOYEES

“Ways must be found

of associating labour

with the ownershipof Capital.

Workers need more than wages.

They need to be sharers

in the responsibility

and creativity

of the products produced………

Every effort must be made

to ensure that the workers

know

It is “for himself”

or “for herself”

that the work is being done,

even if it is owned

in common.”
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POSITIVE MENTAL ATTITUDE FOR SUCCESS

In our day to day Life we generally come across a common word “Attitude”. 

All interviews people search for “right Attitude person”  or you may say  “he is having 

good attitude”  what is this Attitude means? 

Attitude is a state of readiness of a person towards an object outside or it is a sum 

of person's inclination, feeling, pre-conceived notions, ideas, fear, threats etc. 

Positive mental Attitude (PMA) is the right mental attitude, it is most often 

Comprised “+” plus characterized as we said earlier, faith, integrity, hope, Courage, 

kindness etc. A person with positive mental attitude aims for high goals and strive to 

achieve them. 

“Our attitude shape our future” this is universal law. Now let us see how we can develop this positive mental 

attitude. Try the following success principles in your day to day life and you can find change in your life. 

1)  Always be positive: The positive mental attitude attracts the good & the beautiful and negative mental attitude 

repels them. 

2) Definiteness of Purpose: If you know what you want, can find a way to get it. Greatness comes those who 

develop a burning desire to achieve high goals. First select your own target. Now you ask yourself, what is my 

goal? What do I really want? Dream what you want you to be after 5 years, 10 years, 20 years ---------- Dream 

what you want !!!. 

      “What the mind of man can conceive and believe the mind of man can

       Achieve with positive mental attitudes”. 

3) Going to the extra mile:  Now you know what you want and there is a tendency for you to try to get on the right 

track and head in the right direction and you get into action. The more you think about your goals the more you 

become enthusiastic and with enthusiasm your desire turns into a burning desire. 

4) Accurate Thinking: - To achieve any thing worthwhile in life it is necessary to set high goals for yourself and 

want to achieve them. “A positive mental attitude and Definiteness of purpose is the starting point towards all 

worth while achievement”.

“Direct your thought with positive mental attitude to control your emotions and to select your destiny”. 

5) Self-discipline: - Remember! One word can cause an argument, develop misunderstanding, generate 

unhappiness and end in misery  when you are faced with a problem that involves a misunderstanding with other 

person you must start with yourself. Maintain self-discipline. 

6) The mastermind and applied faith: - You are a mind with a body  you can do it if you believe you can. Self-

affirmation repeated with frequency, rapidity and emotion affect the mind and cause it to react.  Recite this words 

daily. “Day by day in every way through grace of god I am getting better and better through positive 

mental Attitude.”

7) Open your mind and learn to see: See another person's abilities, capacities and viewpoint, you may be over 

looking a genius. Learn from nature like Isaac Newton. Seeing is a learned skill but like any skill it must be 

RAJAN K. M.
Manager(Training)

CTTC-BHUBANESWAR
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practiced. 

8) Personal Initiative: you develop a habit through repetition  like wake up at 6.0 am one day and repeat it, It 

become a habit. “Sow a habit and you reap a character, sow a character and you reap a destiny”. You can choose 

your habit. Success must be continually practiced or it will take wings and fly away. 

9)  Learning from defeat:

     Failure can be turned into success by keeping on trying. To become an expert achiever in any human activity, do 

… Practice…Practice…Practice. Man's greatest power is in the power of prayer.

10) Team Work: Work with group and share with others. Motivate others by motivating yourself. Motivation is that 

which induces action or determines choice. It is the hope or other force that starts an action in an attempt to 

produce specific results.

“Hope is the magic ingredient in motivating yourself and others. “

Apart from the above points keep the following points in mind like Creative vision, Personal Initiative, 

Enthusiasm, Budgeting time and Money and Maintaining Sound physical and Mental health will lead to 

success.

Finally, Success is achieved and maintained by those who try and keep on trying with Positive Mental Attitude and 

will bring Wealth, Physical & Mental health and Happiness.

 So DO IT NOW.



SACHIKANTA KAR
Senior Manager & HOD

(Marketing, Consultancy 

& Quality)
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TIPS FOR MANAGERS

THINK ……..      THINK….. THINK………

There must be a better way!

Our brain is a power house of creative energy.

From this amazing thinking machine spring bold new ideas.  Ideas that can work rare 

miracles.  Like the ideas that have moved man from the first wheel to the supersonic jet. 

Think! Unless your creative power and you will make astounding discovers.  Thomas 

Edison tried ten thousand times to develop an incandescent lamp and failed ten thousand 

times.  But he kept searching for a better way of doing it and finally invented the electric bulb.  

You too can do your miracles of the mind.  And find better ways of bettering.  And find better ways of bettering 

life.

KEY TO EFFECTIVE TIME MANAGEMENT

l  Spend time for planning and organising.  Use time to think and planned time is well spent.

l   Set goals. Goals give your life a sense of purpose and direction.

l  Priorities.  Remember the 80-20 rule .  Spend  80%  return.

l  Use a “to do” list.  some people thrive using a daily to do list.  It helps give you that sense of  achievement.

l  Be flexible.  Allow time for interruptions and distractions.

l  Consider your biological prime time.  That's the time of day when you are at your best.

l  Do the right things.  Peter Drucker says, “doing the right thing is more important than doing things right”.

l Eliminate the urgent. Urgent tasks have short-term consequences, while important tasks are those with long-

term, guard-related implication.

l  Practices the art of intelligent neglect.  Eliminate from your life trivial tasks or the tasks which do not have long 

term consequences for you.

l  Avoid being a perfectionist.  Some things are simply not worth doing perfectly.

l  Conquer procrastination. Just do it.

l  Learn to say no. Such a small word yet so hard to say!

l  Reward yourself. Even for small success celebrate achievement of goals.

LEARN LEADERSHIP FROM YOUR PALM
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The thumb is a finger and also more than a finger. Similarly , the leader is a team member and also more than a team 

member. Life the Thumb is a finger plus.  Leader is also a team member plus.

How , we have a leader of a team (Thumb) and four team members (fingers).What Leadership lessons can we 

learn from the Thumb and finger?

The team fingers have difficulty in touching each other, but the Thumb can easily touch each finger.  (Similarly, an 

effective leader is one who is in touch with each team member, through the team members them selves may not be in 

touch with each other).

Though the thumb is smaller in size than three of the fingers, it is more solid and strong than any finger.

Like wise, in Leadership, Strength & will power are important, not size.

All fingers except the Thumb have three joints each; the Thumb has only two joints, yet is more flexible than the 

other.

An effective leader too may have less skill than the team members but is more flexible than the others and is 

able to leverage the skills of its team.

The four fingers face the world and externally directed.  The thumb looks towards both the world and also towards 

the four members.

An effective leader minds both members and work.  He actually cares for members.  So that they can care for 

work.

The thumb helps fingers to do different jobs in different forms like holding, Pulling, lifting, writing etc. and adds 

value in many ways.

A leader too helps members in performing many tasks and adds value in many ways.

There are trouble-makers amongst the member for example, the index finger threatens, disagrees, points out “this is 

wrong” “that is wrong”, it questions, but when this aggressive finger joins the thumb, it makes a perfect sign 

and when it stands with middle finger, makes a V shape i.e sign of Victory.

Amongst team members, there may be members who question, disagree & accuse. But an effective leader joins that 

every member to create excellence and perfection.

The Thumb & fingers cannot do anything while standing upright; its only when they bend that they can do many 

things.  Both the leader and his team members cannot achieve any thing if they are rigid and egoistic.  It is 

only when they bend and mend together that they succeed undoubtedly.

Individually each finger has little strength but when those join together it has enough strength and it is increased by 

many times.

Leader joins the strength of its each team member and can do wonders.
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SHARING MY EXPERIENCE IN TOOLS & DIE MAKING

R.K.BAIDYA

SR.ENGINEER (TRAINING)

CTTC-BHUBANESWAR

At the age of my 21 years, I appeared the entrance test for admission in Diploma in Tool & Die Making 

course conducted by Central Tool Room & Training Centre (CTTC), Calcutta.  In my first entrance I could not 

succeed and in the next chance my performance was very good and finally I qualified.  That day was the best day for 

me. On the first day of my training our Training Manger Late Dey gave us two books all about M/c Tools & Western 

man Table and told me Baidya read these two books but I could not understood. But after 20 years now I am getting 

value of those two books.

After my training, I got job in Indian Telephone Industries Ltd., Raebareli, Uttar Pradesh on Dt 5-11-1985 

in its tool room as a Tool & Die maker. There I worked as a real Tool & Die maker. In ITI I worked 8 years & then 

joined Central Tool Room & Training Centre, Bhubaneswar on dt.28-8-1993 at its hired building at Mancheswar 
st nd

Industrial Estate, Bhubaneswar.  When I joined, the 1  batch and 2  batch DTDM trainees were undergoing the 

training. At that time, the trainees were not getting any experience on production.  Though I had no idea on 

imparting training, I was not afraid of the assignment. My intention was to give the best knowledge to my trainees 

whatever I have gained.  Whenever, I was facing any difficulty, next day I was trying to solve it. I was telling to my 

students, entering into this technical course means, try to acquire more knowledge in Mechanical Engineering 

course. Tool & Die making course the best course because you will be able to operate all M/cs (TOOL ROOM).  

After acquiring the knowledge of operating all machines, if you want to start your own industry, it will be very much 

easy and you will gain the confidence to run the industry.

As a teacher, I feel, whatever I know, I should transfer the same to the students. Teacher makes the life of a 

student. Through my experience I tell to all technical people that you work as a machine. Where ever you go, you 

have to work . Without work a technical man cannot survive in this world. “Daily work makes man always perfect in 

his life.” Knowledge has no boundary. Technical knowledge can be acquired from a student also. In technical 

course both teachers and students ask any doubt to each other.  If the teacher has any doubt, then he can consult any 

senior or refer a book and next day he has to explain.  I feel Rat is only the real teacher. In technical course nobody is 

a giant.  Many more ways are there to be explored.

Above all, I enjoy sharing my experience with my beloved trainees. Health is the Wealth. Besides acquiring 

knowledge, the trainees should be much careful about their health and believe God. “God is Almighty!”
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S. K. ROUT
MBA-HRD

Placement I/c & Faculty for IOM

CTTC-Bhubaneswar

 susanta_rout@yahoo.com

REASONS TO WORK

The best output can only be expected from a motivated person.

- From experience.

People who feel good about themselves produce good results.

- Kenneth Blachard

INDIA is the country rich with the most vital resource i.e. “POPULATION”.  More than 

100 crores of people leave in this country with abundance of natural resources.  Still we 

are treated as a developing country, one step below the developed countries of the world.  

Questions come to mind “WHY…………..”

Why India is suffering from acquit poverty? Industries are facing scarcity of 

human resource.  Always blaming the society “Right people are not available”.

Who is a right person?

The answer may be EFFECTIVE or MOTIVATED person.

.Every person/employer has assumptions about what makes people work hard and give of their best.  Opinion 

differs considerably as to how to make people want to extend themselves.  Here are some views………..

   l Your Assumptions are the key.

Employees are a reservoir of untapped imagination, intelligence and commitment.  To a large extent you 

create people in the image of your expectations.

   l The key is a good psychological contract between you and your people.

Find out what the other person really expects to give and to get.  If that matches with what you or your 

organisation intends, to give and to get, then you have a good psychological contract, good match of 

expectations.

   l Distinguish factors that dissatisfy from factors which motivate.

Factors such as good physical working conditions, good supervision, annoy us when they are absent but do 

not really extend us when they are present.  The real motivators are recognition, achievement, 

advancement, growth and participation.  Stress these.

   l Needs appear in a predictable sequence; first physiological needs (food, shelter, sex etc.) then security 

needs, then the need to belong followed by the need for distinction of some sort and lastly the need for self 

actualization.

   l Goal setting is the key to motivation.

Get individuals and groups to set goals.  Involvement and commitment come from having a stake in the 

outcome through goal setting.

    l People have three basic social needs to achieve; to affiliate, to influence or control.
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Note which need seems to be salient in the persons working with you.  Assign them work and treat them 

accordingly. For example, do not put a person with a strong need to achieve on a task where there is no 

discretion, challenge or responsibility.

   l The Key is reinforcement.

As you reap so you sow.  By changing the consequences of a behavior, I can change that behavior.  If a 

person is doing X and you reward Y, then X will gradually be extinguished. Steer by consequence.

   l Equity is the chief factor.

People feel they are being rewarded fairly in relation to people in similar jobs outside the organisation and 

also fairly in relation to other jobs within the organisation; they will put forth their best.

After all, the organizational goal is to contribute meaningfully to the society by the help of the people of the society.

With Best Compliments from
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TRAINING ON TOOL MECHANISM
WINDOW FOR MEDIOCRE INDIANS

India after independence has adopted Planning Economy borrowing from 

USSR, instilling mixed economy through indirect democracy and federal structure of 

administration embedded with three tier Panchayat Raj for full utilization of all 

resources existing in Indian air, earth, water, beings and plants to cater employment, 

education to all Indians and to reduce high difference of wealth and income among haves 

and have-nots.  It has facilitated Indians giving education in Concurrent list of the 

Constitution of India as such the Centre and States independently can fund for making and running of educational 

institutions to make people employable.  The Govt. of Centre and States also do have the liberty to give permission 

with or without fund to private initiatives for making and running of educational institutions for benefiting the 

Indian inhabitants.  By the time of India's independence, 59 years elapsed but achievements has not been 

spectacular while people found in mass begging before Railway stations, bigger temples, restaurants, educational 

institutions and in door to door of Indian cities.

Training on Tool mechanism is something anew for this land.  It is an education to make people trained how 

to manufacture and utilize smaller tools handled by human hand for making and running of tools for bigger 

machines and to help to run bigger enterprises.  The training was not very old for India. Country like German and 

Denmark had extended their hands to the Govt. of India for establishing and running organizations for such training 

and to give consultancy to the small scale industries for their betterment and flourishing of private and public 

property in India.

By the time within 15 years of such steps of Govt. of India about 16 organizations have been set up in India 

by initiative of Centre and State govts and slowly slowly private effort is being welcomed for establishing and 

running of such organizations.  The education does not require so much education to be eligible to gain training on 

Tool mechanism.  A person reaching the age of fifteen irrespective of sex and being a Matriculate or matric failed 

can opt to get the education.  Persons who are getting trained in Industrial Training Institutes but waiting for a liking 

job can also take complementary training on Tool mechanism and  this is how such people after one, two or three 

KARTIK CHANDRA 
BARIK

P.A.to GM, CTTC, BBSR.
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years of training being fit enough to satisfy the need of the manufacturers of tools and getting absorbed.  Not only 

India but many organizations in many foreign lands are also throwing standing welcome to such Mechanism 

trained personnel and Indian students acquiring such training are joining  gladly both for satisfying to be a 

technocrat on low cost and in lesser age and earning to uplift their family from grinding poverty.

Though during 59 years of self administration India by both the govt. & private efforts has built up many 

technical educational institutions but in comparison to tool mechanism training the cost of education is being very 

high for which mass people who lived through generation  as poor from feudal economy of India which dragged 

India near about 200 years in British era  have no scope to make their children employable.  But tool mechanism is 

a special and new ray of hope for them who desire and strive to earn to live honestly on own income getting special 

quality by acquiring training on tool mechanism on low cost  & in lesser age.  Time has left a big command for the 

Indians so far as population has not been strictly controlled to bring a stay to grinding poverty, institutions on tool 

mechanism be established and run one in each district either by govt. or by private effort to train 500 youth and to 

catapult them to every corner of the country and to abroad for earning and to cater money to  such hands who need 

to purchase to live independently and to grow.  It is not a hope beyond hope but Indian Planners, Social thinkers 

and Administrators need apply their intuition to utilize the skill to keep country engaged in fighting to make 

economically strengthened using training on tool mechanism a non-violent weapon for mass.

PYRAMID TOOLS
S.No. 28/3/3,  Behind E. G. Kantawala Co Kharadi, 

Pune 411 014.
Tel. : 020 - 60300310,  Mobile : 9850888972

Mfg. Of All types Milling Precision Work, Jig, Fixtures.
Tools & Dies & All machining Components.

With Best Compliments from
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HYDERABAD TO  BANGALORE 

       

         Since I was given the responsibility of editing this magazine, I was supposed to 

write some thing. For that I had to think a lot but finally could not get any satisfactory 

solution. Though I used to write in my earlier days, most of the writings were suitable for 

the children, which carried some moral themes. But I thought the same type of article in 

the annual journal for the engineering guys would not be an appreciable one. So my 

think tank was working continuously to find a suitable one.

       Just before few days I took a book from my friend, Naresh Naik, “FIVE POINT 

SOMEONE  WHAT NOT TO DO AT IIT” by Mr. Chetan Bhagat. At that time Naresh 

suggested me “Why don't you write WHAT NOT DO AT CTTC?”

Though I laughed at him at the moment, later I thought from our 4 years experience at CTTC, at least some thing 

should be written on some particular incident. If I start writing those incidents (during ragging period, picnic, 

cultural function or hostel life) this magazine may not be adequate for it. But one incident I would like to recall here, 

which you will find interesting and carrying a lesson for us. This incident happened during our study tour in Jan 

2002.

       As per our course structure, in the third year we were supposed to go for a study tour for 15 days. In that year the 

southern cities (Hyderabad, Bangalore & Chennai) were preferred. Thogh it was not compulsory, no body was 

missing the opportunity of visiting new places with all friends. Railway ticket reservation was done in time. At that 

time in the classes the discussion regarding study tour was more rather than our study. Day by day our enthusiasm 

was going on increasing.

     Finally the most awaited day arrived. We all gathered at Bhubaneswar railway station. Two of ours teachers 

accompanied us (Mr. S.K Nayak and Mr. Pitamber Sahoo). Every body was eagerly waiting for the train. After 

some times the train arrived and we got on the train. In our compartment around 30 boys were there and the others 

were in some other compartment due the unavailability of seats at the time of reservation. We kept our luggage in 

proper place and started charting among ourselves. Some of us started playing cards, some were playing antakshari 

etc. We were behaving as if the entire compartment was reserved for us.    

    Anyhow we arrived at Hyderabad and got the lodge booked. Hyderabad is a beautiful city. We visited most of the 

places of it like Lumbini garden, N.T Ramarao park, Ramuji studio etc. Though language was a barrier, we were no 

facing that much problem since our Andhra friend Ram Prasad was with us. It would not be wrong to say that he was 

a guide for us for those few days. Hyderabad tour was over and we were heading for Bangalore. We all reached 

Hyderabad railway station in time. The train was supposed to arrive 30 minutes later. Still I remember there were 

number of television set in the railway station. We started watching TV to avoid feeling bored. I marked some of my 

friends are looking at a girl who was standing with a man of age around 40  45, most probably the man was her 

father. Though there were some other girls in the railway station, my friends were looking at her only because she 

was extremely beautiful. Her hairs were falling up to her knee which was increasing her beauty up to a greater 

AMIYA  MOHANTY 
(9th BATCH)
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extent. My friends were discussing about her very loudly, of course in Oriya. I was not at all in favour of these 

activities. So I told them” My dear friends please don't do any thing which will finally lead to a tragic end”. But no 

body was in a mood to listen me. Few guys replied “Amiya, if you are not comfortable, please leave this place. Go 

and keep on watching TV untiil the train arrives”. Finding no other option I came back and kept on watching TV 

with some other friends. Finally the train arrived and every body got on the train. But what a co incidence it was! 

Those father and daughter got on the same train and accidentally the same compartment. Of course the boys were 

very happy this time. Probably they were not so happy when they qualified CTTC entrance. They occupied the side 

two berths.

Again boys started describing the beauty of the girl in Oriya. Fearing that any unpleasant situation could 

happen, I asked them to change the topic. But my friends explained that since they were non oriya they were not able 

to understand it. Then the boys planned to play cards. Each 4 boys made one group. Since I did not know playing 

cards they were requiring one guy. At that time that gentle man proposed”Could I join with you?”

After a silence for a few seconds one of my friends said,” definitely uncle, you are welcome”. Any how the 

gentle man joined and every body was involved in the game. By that time, that girl left the place for a while.

“Yes she is beautiful. You people are absolutely correct.” said the gentle man in Oriya.

There was a mark of astonishment in everybody's face including me.

The environment was very calm and quiet as if the gentle man's statement was a bucket of water poured on fire.

“Are you Oriya?” One of my friends asked him.

“No, basically I am from Andhra Pradesh. But I know Oriya up to some extent. I understood everything when you 

people were discussing about my daughter. Of course you people are right. Not only is she beautiful but also very 

intelligent. Her mother passed away when she was 12. So I had to take care of her as a father and as a mother both. 

But you people are safe because she does not understand Oriya” he replied with a smile.

The gentle man was speaking Oriya very fluently. 

My friends were feeling so humiliated that they were unable to look at that girl again.

But my dear friends, can you please tell me, on today's date how many fathers will react in this manner how this 

gentleman did after listening so many comments about his daughter. Even he could also have shown his anger like 

the other people. 

    Definitely he handled the matter in a very prolific manner and put a great lesson for all of us. Not only did he 

control his anger but also avoided a very unpleasant situation.

However I was happy for two reasons.

First, my friends, who were not listening me, got a lesson.

Second, I got some materials to write my next article.

Onward Technologies Limited

Kondhwa, Pune
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FROM ME TO YOU….

 

Hi My Dear,                                                                                                                       

Love supersedes all. Which happen suddenly that may collapse suddenly, as u don't 

know how & when anything start also that vanish away at an instant.

But analysis quality is a talent of a prudent damsel. In this world there are so many words 

relating to love. some of them are affection, attachment passion, closeness, liking etc. 

But a strong hearted girl can penetrate to the situation & come out  vigorously 

commanding over the situation.

Propose is nothing but it is a good way to presenting a proposal. but one's understanding must nt be encircled that 

love is concealed behind it.

It is not sure that if any guy enter to a life of girl & then the girl'll stand strongly. Don't make ur heart so weak. This is 

the beginning of ur life. what repeatedly used in ur mail “ALL MY FRIENDS”. They initiate u  & u lose ur 

sensitivity. Nothing will happen. I have seen from my childhood & now also, all friends are volatile, after few years 

u ll nt find anyone, bcoz the sea-of-people will enclave them in its area.

Only one friend who is lastly found out is me, yes it is nice. But if u fear so many times to inform me then I explore 

that the real love for me not to others.

To whom u see if u love it is not worthy u r doing. Vut to whom u have not seen , not shake ur hand if u can fear to 

memorize ur weak points then u can understand some body is in ur deepest part of  heart to whom u fear to 

communicate abt ur weak point.

No definition no quotation I'm giving  if love is true.

In Greek there are 3 words for love. Agape, phillial, arouse. Agape means love betn God & human beings which is 

real & true. Phillial means the love betn brother & sister, mother & son & betn friends etc. the other one is arouse 

which is love betn husband & wife. Try to understand.

Nothing is true in this world. Ask urself not to ur conscience but to real spirit. About love many wrong conceptions 

are there. But I think u will not be driven by misconception being a wisdom-kissing girl.Infront of ur papa, maa & 

sibling no one love u more. Similarly infront of God no one love u more.

Before falling in pain-staking path analyze it. Pensive situations are more sardonic than ur surprise 

I wrote everything being ur well wisher.

Keep ur happiness ever green & keep on mailing.

PARTHA
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QUOTABLE QUOTES

The winds and waves are always on the side of the ablest navigators.
                                                                           -Edward Gibbon
A man is not idle because he is absorbed in thought. There is a visible labour and there 
is an invisible labour.                                
                                                                           -Victor Hugo
The world is round and the place which may seem like the end may also be the 
beginning.

 -Ivy Baker Priest
If one does not know to which port he is sailing, no wind is favourable.
                                                                           -Seneca
When a friend is in trouble don't annoy him by asking if there is anything you can do. 
Think of some thing appropriate and do it.

-Edgar Watson Howe
Friendship marks a life even more deeply than love. Love risks degenerating into 
obsession, friendship is never anything but sharing.

-Elie Wiesel
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SHIBABRATA NAYAK

(6th BATCH)

HR OFFICERS &ENGINEERS

3 Real Life Stories...

The First …

Eleven people were dangling below a helicopter on a rope.  There were ten HR people 

and one engineer. 

Since the rope was not strong enough to hold all the eleven, they decided that one of 

them had to let go to save all the others.

They could not decide who should be the volunteer.  Finally the engineer said he would 

let go of the rope since engineers are used to do everything for the company.  They forsake their family, don't claim 

all of their expenses and do a lot of overtime without getting anything in return.

When he finished his moving speech all the HR people began to clap… 

Moral: 

Never underestimate the powers of the engineer.

The Second …

A group of engineers and a group of HR people take a train to a conference.  Each HR person holds a ticket.  But the 

entire group of engineers has bought only one ticket for a single passenger.  The HR people are just shaking their 

heads and are secretly pleased that the arrogant engineers will finally get what they deserve. 

Suddenly one of the engineers calls out: “The conductor is coming!”.  At once, all the engineers jump up and 

squeeze into one of the toilets.  The conductor checks the tickets of the HR people.  When he notices that the toilet is 

occupied he knocks on the door and says: “Ticket, please!”  One of the engineers slides the single ticket under the 

doors and the conductor continues merrily on his round.

For the return trip the HR people decide to use the same trick.  They buy only one ticket for the entire group but they 

are baffled as they realize that the engineers didn't buy any tickets at all.   After a while one of the engineers 

announces again: “The conductor is coming!” Immediately all the HR people race to a toilet and lock themselves 

in.

All the engineers leisurely walk to the other toilet.  Before the last engineer enters the toilet, he knocks on the toilet 

occupied by the HR people and says:  “Ticket, please!” 

Moral:

 HR people like to use the methods of the engineers, but they don't really understand them.

The Third …

Once upon a time three HR people were walking through the woods and suddenly they were standing in front of a 
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huge, wild river.  But they desperately had to get to the other side.  But how, with such a raging torrent?  The first 

HR guy knelt down and prayed to the Lord:  “Lord, please give me the strength to cross this river!” 

*pppppfffffffuuuuffffffff*

The Lord gave him long arms and strong legs.  Now he could swim across the river.  It took him about two hours 

and he almost drowned several times. 

BUT… he was successful! 

The second HR guy, who observed this, prayed to the Lord and said:  “Lord, please give me the strength AND the 

necessary tools to cross this river!”

*pppppfffffffuuuuffffffff*

The Lord gave him a tub and he managed to cross the river despite the fact that the tub almost capsized a couple of 

times.

BUT… he was successful! 

The third HR man who observed all this kneeled down and prayed:  “Lord, please give me the strength, the means 

and the intelligence to cross this river!”

*pppppfffffffuuuuffffffff*

The Lord converted the HR man into an engineer.  He took a quick glance on the map, walked a few meters 

upstream and crossed the bridge. 

Moral:

You have to be an engineer to think intelligent, Otherwise…

GOD HELPS YOU!

                     PROUD TO BE AN ENGINEER

 

TACO VISTEON ENGINEERING PVT. LTD. 

A-205-206, ICC Trade Tower, 

Second Floor 

Senapati Bapat Road

Pune-411016 (India) 
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THE STORY OF ROBBY

He was a young boy who lived with his elderly mother.

His mother wanted him to learn how to play the piano because she longed to hear her son 

play for her.

She sent her son to a piano teacher who took Robby in under her guidance. However, 

there was one small problem because Robby was not musically inclined and therefore 

was very slow in learning. The teacher did not have much faith in the boy because of his 

weakness. The mother was very enthusiastic and every week she would send Robby to 

the teacher. One day Robby stopped attending the piano lessons. The teacher thought 

that he had given up and in fact she was quite pleased since she did not give much hope 

to Robby.

Not long after, the piano teacher was given the task to organize a piano concert in town.

She sent out circulars to invite the students and public to attend the event. Suddenly, she received a call from Robby 

who offered to take part in the concert. The teacher told Robby that he was not good enough and that he was no 

longer a student since he had stopped coming for lessons. Robby begged her to give him a chance and promised that 

he would not let her down. Finally, she gave in and she put him to play last, hoping that he will change his mind at 

the last minute. When the big day came, the hall was packed and the children gave their best performance. Finally, it 

was Robby's turn to play and as his name was announced, he walked in.

He was not in proper attire and his hair was not properly groomed. The teacher was really nervous since Robby's 

performance could spoil the whole evening's brilliant performance. As Robby started playing the crowd became 

silent and was amazed at the skill of this little boy. In fact, he gave the best performance of the evening.

At the end of his presentation the crowd and the piano teacher gave him a standing ovation. The crowd asked Robby 

how he managed to play so brilliantly.

With a microphone in front of him, he said, “I was not able to attend the weekly piano lessons as there was no one to 

send me because my mother was sick with cancer. She just passed away this morning and I wanted her to hear me 

play. You see, this is the first time she is able to hear me play because when she was alive she was deaf and now I 

know she is listening to me. I have to play my best for her!”

SUCCESS PRINCIPLES

This is indeed a touching story of love and excellence. When you have a passion and a reason to do something, you 

will surely excel. You may not be talented or gifted but if you have a strong enough reason to do something, you will 

be able to tap into your inner God given potential.

              "Find the good. It's all around you. Find it, showcase it and you'll start believing in it."

1717/2380,Sriram Nagar 

Old Town,Bhubaneswar-751002  Orissa

SHUBHANGI

SIBABRATA

NAYAK
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THE ART OF SMILING

(Personality Development)

A happy smile is a passport to ready friendship. 

A genuine smile is not just a physical attribute. It shows on the face, but it comes from 

within. It reflects your whole attitude towards other people. Hence smiling face is among 

our greatest personal assets.

Instead of the worried lines across the forehead, it puts humorous wrinkles by the eyes. 

Instead of the corners of the lips turned down they are turned up by smiling.

A smile can enrich our own life and the life of those we come in contact with.

Look for the good and glad and beautiful; - The good things are not only in your mind. They are all around you in 

your home on your way to school /college / market anywhere

Practice the art of observation and appreciation and let sheer pleasure bring that smile to your face again .To notice 

and appreciate the simple , glad beautiful things as we go about the ordinary ways and common place duties of life is 

a sure way to a smiling face.

Learn the art of smiling through giving:- 

Some shops display a notice which tells of “Service with a smile “. The process should be automatic with everyone. 

To be of service to someone ought to make us glad. A great man has said “A person without a smiling face must not 

open a shop”.

If we really want to know happiness and to cultivate the ready smile, let us spend more time doing things for other 

people, doing them for nothing doing them for the sheer luxury and love of doing them.

Finally, Practice Tranquility-

Anxiety, fear, doubt-these are the smile. The arts of relaxation & meditation are the antidote. People with a spiritual 

inclination will find severity through prayer and worship. Others may find it in music, in poetry, in walking in the 

country.

But one way or the other, to have a quiet mind is to have a smiling face.

So Smile ………..Always.

MRS. NIRMAL KALPANA 

NAYAK
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FAMILY

   

Family is the most important, basic and primary social institution which existed 

among our ancestors well before the human species evolved to it's present physical form 

and shall remain the basic unit of or group of our social order. The following is a small 

story to realize the importance of family.

A man came home from work late, tired and irritated, to find his 5-year old son waiting 

for him at the door.

SON: "Daddy, may I ask you a question?"

DAD: "Yeah sure, what is it?" replied the man.

SON: "Daddy, how much do you make an hour?"

DAD: "That's none of your business. Why do you ask such a thing?" the man said angrily.

SON: "I just want to know. Please tell me, how much do you make an hour?"

DAD: "If you must know, I make $20 an hour."

"Oh," the little boy replied, with his head down. Looking up, he said, "Daddy, may I please borrow $10?"

The father was furious, "If the only reason you asked that is so you can borrow some money to buy a silly toy or 

some other nonsense, then you march yourself straight to your room and go to bed. Think about why you are being 

so selfish. I work hard everyday for such this childish behavior."

The little boy quietly went to his room and shut the door. The man sat down and started to get even angrier about the 

little boy's questions. How dare he ask such questions only to get some money? After about an hour or so, the man 

had calmed down, and started to think: Maybe there was something he really needed to buy with that $10 and he 

really didn't ask for money very often.

The man went to the door of the little boy's room and opened the door.

"Are you asleep, son?" He asked.

"No daddy, I'm awake," replied the boy.

"I've been thinking, maybe I was too hard on you earlier," said the man. "It's been a long day and I took out my 

aggravation on you. Here's the $10 you asked for."

The little boy sat straight up, smiling. "Oh, thank you daddy!" He yelled.

Then, reaching under his pillow he pulled out some crumpled up bills.

The man, seeing that the boy already had money, started to get angry again.

The little boy slowly counted out his money, and then looked up at his father.

"Why do you want more money if you already have some?" the father grumbled.

"Because I didn't have enough, but now I do," the little boy replied.

"Daddy, I have $20 now. Can I buy an hour of your time? Please come home early tomorrow. I would like to have 

dinner with you."

NARESH KUMAR NAIK
(9th BATCH)



    We should not let time slip through our fingers without having spent some time with those who really matter to us, 

those close to our hearts.

If we die tomorrow, the company that we are working for could easily replace us in a matter of days.

But the family & friends we leave behind will feel the loss for the rest of their lives. And come to think of it, 

we pour ourselves more into work than to our family. An unwise investment indeed!

Don't work too hard...and you know what's the full word of FAMILY?

FAMILY = (F) ATHER (A) ND (M) OTHER, (I) (L) OVE (Y) OU!

SERMO PM (I) LTD

CHANDAN NAGAR, PUNE
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VISA ENGINNERS
AN ISO 9001 - 2000 COMPANY

Mfg. : All Types of Jig Fixture 
& Job Works

Bhaguji Phuge Estate, Near Dena Bank,

Bhosari, Pune - 411 039.

Tel. : 020 - 27129130

Mobile : 9850060262

With Best Compliments from
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GOD WON'T ASK…….

God won't ask what kind of car you drove 

But will ask how many people you drove home who didn't have transportation.

God won't ask how much overtime you worked,

But will ask if you worked overtime for your family and loved ones.

God won't ask about the fancy cloths you had in your closet,

But will ask how many of those clothes helped the needy.

God won't ask about your social status,

But will ask what kind of class you displayed.

God won't ask how many material possessions you had,

But will ask if they dictated your life.

God won't ask what your highest salary was,

But will ask if you compromised your character to obtain that salary.

God won't ask how many promotions you received,

But will ask how you promoted others.

God won't ask what your job title was,

But will ask if you performed your job to perform your job to the best of your ability.

God won't ask what you did to help yourself,

But will ask what you did to help others.

God won't ask how many friends you had,

But will ask how many people to whom you were a true friend.

God won't ask what you did to protect your rights,

But will ask what you did to protect the rights of others.

God won't ask in what neighborhood you lived,

But will ask how you treated your neighbors.

God won't ask about the color of your skin,

But will ask about the content of your character.

God wont ask how many times your deeds matched your words matched your words,

But will ask how many times they didn't.

MAY GOD BLESS YOU.

SUMANT KUMAR

SUBUDHI
(9th BATCH)
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FOOT PRINTS

One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was walking along the beach with 

the paramatma. Across the sky flashed scenes from his life. For each scene he noticed 

two sets of foot prints in the sand, one belonging to him and other to Lord. When the last 

scene of his life flashed before him, he looked back at the foot prints in the sand. He 

noticed that many times along the path of his life there was only one set of foot prints. He 

also noticed that it happened at the very lowest and sadest time in his life.

This really bothered him and he questioned the lord about it.”Hey Bhagawan, 

you said once I decided to follow you, you would walk with me all the way. But I have noticed that during the most 

troublesome times in my life, there is only one set of foot prints. I don't understand why when I needed you most you 

would leave me.”

The god replied,” My dear precious, precious child, I love you and I would never leave you. During your 

time of trial and suffering, when you see only one set of foot prints, it was then that I carried you. 

A COLLECTION BY-

SEEMA BASUDEV MOHANRANA

SEEMA BASUDEV

MOHARANA

Father: I want you to marry a girl of my choice.

Son: “I will choose my own bride!”

Father: “But the girl is Bill Gates's daughter.”

Son: “Well, in that case…ok”

Next: Father approaches Bill Gates.

Father: “I have a husband for your daughter.”

Bill Gates: “But my daughter is too young to marry!”

Father: “But this young man is a vice-president of the World Bank.”

Bill Gates: “Ah, in that case…ok”

Finally Father goes to see the president of the World Bank.

Father: “I have a young man to be recommended as a vice-president.”

President: “But I already have more vice- presidents than I need!”

Father: “But this young man is Bill Gates's son-in-law.”

President: “Ah, in that case…ok”

This is how business is done!!

Business
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SOME FACTS ABOUT WATER

l Population of India is 12% of World Population. 
l Land 2.5% of Total land of World.
l Water Resources 4% of World Water Resources.
l Average Rain fall in India 1100mm per Annum.
l Average Rainfall in Orissa 1503 mm per Annum. 
l Out of Total Rain fall 86% is due to Monsoon. 
l Though there is sufficient Rain We are facing Draught as well as flood. 
l We have faced Flood & Draught both in 1980, 81 & 92.
l Heavy flood in 1985.1990, 1994& 1995.
l Severe draught in 1994, 1996, 2000 & 2002.
l Flood affected land in 1960 was 1.9CHctr but in 1984 it was 5.9CHctr.
l Draught Prone Dist in 1970 was 74 which was 100 in 1980.
l Through main river of Orissa about 100513 CUM water is flowing to sea per annum.
l 100 million people in 35 big cities face a 30 % cut in water supply. 
l Three crore people  or every third person in Maharashtra today depend on tankers for their daily supply of water.
l In Rajasthan, 10 towns get water once in three days and 31 once in two days 
l 12 towns get water from 200kms away.
l Six out of 10 bore wells dug in north Gujrat and Saurashtra- Kutch region yield no water even at depth of 1200 

feet.
l Water is rationed twice a week in Bangalore, in Bhopal for 30 minutes a day, 250 tankers make 2250 trips to 

Chennai house holds, upmarket Vasant Kunj in Delhi gets water only for 15 minutes a day! Only 34 of the 116 
municipalities in Andhra Pradesh get regular water for one hour, twice a week. 

l Every day four trains fetch 6 million litres of water from Jodhpur for the 4 lakh people in Pali, Rajsthan. These 
trains are also the lifeliness for 12 towns and 128 villages in the desert state.

l As many as 203 of the 401 class II towns in India get less than 100 litres of water per person per day. 
l Delhi loses 30% or over 800 million litres a day to leakages in the 8300 km pipeline network. In Loej village of 

Gujrat each of the 200 families has one member suffering from kidney problem. 
l India has over 100 million cases of diarrhoea a year and 5 lakh children die of the disease. 
l 66million people in 200 districts risk fluoride contamination and 15 million risk arsenic poisoning. 
l The four main metros generate over 960 million litres of sewage a day of which only 30% is treated. 
l Tubewell depths have plunged lenfold to 1000 feet across India.    
HOW MUCH WATER DOES AN AVERAGFE HOUSEHOLD USE EACH DAY
Activity / Appliance Water consumption per use
Toilet ( full flush) 12 Litres
Bath 50 150 Litres
Shower 40  250 Litres
Dishwasher 20-50 Liters
Washing Machine 40-170 Litres
Running tap while brushing teeth 5Litres
shaving 8 Litres
Drinking , cooking and cleaning 8Litres
l  At world level it is an alarming situation that “Water is at risk in 21st Century”. Therefore it is everybody's 
responsibility to conserve water. Because now  
       “ WATER PRECEDES  ROTI,KAPADA AUR MAKAN”

COLLECTED BY 

A.NANDA
SR ENGINEER (PROD)

CTTC, BHUBANESWAR
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

MIRROR SHOWING FUTURE FACE

The wicked queen in snow white had a magic mirror that told the truth. 

French scientists have gone on better way and designed a mirror that will offer a 

reflection of how a person looks after five years. The mirror which will be a thinking 

and looking glass that will offer a reflection of the future after years of binge 

drinking and junk food have taken their toll, will know you better than you know 

yourself.

A flat Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) television screen linked to a set of cameras 

and some powerful image processing technology have been devised by researchers at Accenture Technology at 

Sophia Antipolis near Nice.

Its first role is to capture the real you-the one presented to the screen. But the computer-powered mirror 

will also pick up data from a network of discreet cameras positioned around the house that will monitor the 

time spent watching television, eating pizzas, drinking beer and the biscuit tin.

It will also ask-by vocal or textual messages to confirm the pattern of self indulgence. After taking the data, 

a sophisticated software package will begin to assemble a picture of the likely effects of the days diet, exercise, 

gluttony and sloth to reveal the future you five years on.

One part of the program will calculate the extra weight and another will contemplate the extra weight and 

another will contemplate the ravages of time and dissolution on the face itself.

MOBILE BILLS EXCEEDING?

If your cellphone bill exceeds your wildest dreams next time, beware ! Your handset is being hacked 

into by a deadly virus that is capable of controlling your cellphone and even destroying the data stored in the 

mobiles. The virus threat to mobile phones are real and could be more deadly.

Considering that the mobile phones are always “switched on and networked ”the chances of virus 

attacks are much more than a computer. Due to the rising popularity of data centric mobile phones and personal 

digital assistant (PDAS), these devices could become an attractive target for virus writers in future.

Already three ' Malware' programmes that affect mobile phones were detected during November 2004, but 

these were considered harmless. However a fourth virus which was detected in the first week of December 2004, 

was found to be much destructive.

All the virus attacks were witnessed on multi-functional smart phones, that have latest features like internet 
st

connectivity and inbuilt cameras. The first virus detected on 21  Nov.2004, particularly targeted NOKIA 7610 

models, adding all smart phones of SAMSUNG, MOTORALA and SIEMENS could be hit by virus attacks.

SATYENDRA 

MADDALAPU
(15th BATCH)
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WHY HOT RUNNER?

                                                                                                                                     

· Min. / No runner

· Lesser cooling  and cycle time

· Optimum gate location

· Lesser shot size and clamping load

· Permits to simplify  the automation

· Higher production

· Lesser pressure drop

· Balanced temperature control

Save Material & Money;… 

Go for Hot Runner Mould for better Economy with following Hot Runner system option

v Fully Hot Runner Mould  - No Runner

v Semi Hot Runner Mould  - Minimum Runner

v Hot  Sprue - Sprue Material is saved

Economic Advantage of Hot runner over cold runner moulds

It is difficult to quantify the production and construction of a hot runner mould in terms of cost without having a 

particular job in mind. 

For that matter,  Let's consider the case of a four cavity injection moulding in a

1.     3-plate version, with a cycle time of                 45sec

2.     Hot runner version, with a cycle time of           30sec                

Let's assume that:- 

v Total quantity to be produced               = 25, 00,000pcs. Per yr. 

v Additional cost for hot runner system    = Rs.3, 50,000   

v Machine cost for 3-plate mould (with operator) = Rs.150 per hr.  

v Machine cost for hot runner mould (automatic) = Rs.130 per hr.

v Time for moulding 2500000pcs. in 3-plate mould = 2500000(45/4) = 28125000sec

v Time for moulding 2500000pcs. in hot-runner mould =2500000(30/4)   = 18750000sec

v Cost of 2500000pcs. in case of 3- plate mould =150×28125000/3600   =Rs.1171875

SURENDRA ALLU
(1st BATCH)

amaze_suru@yahoo.co.in
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v Cost of 2500000pcs. In case of hot runner mould =130×18750000/3600  =Rs.677083.33 

v We have saving from 3-plate to hot runner = Rs1171875 -Rs 677083.33   = Rs494791.67

We have spending Rs3, 50,000 extra for hot runner mould so that

v Pay back profit   = Rs494791.67-Rs3,50,000    =Rs1, 44,791.67

 We have saving in case of hot runner =Rs1, 44,791.67

(Saving on regrinding the runners as well as electricity have not yet been included) 

STUDEDNT'S MANTRA

Ø Worship the creator, not the creation.

Ø Believing in yourself is the first step to success.

Ø Don't sit like a rock, work like a clock.

Ø Look at your strength and not at your weakness.

Ø Time is money.

Ø Present life is the best than the coming life in future.

Ø Doing the best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment.

Ø One day is worth than two tomorrow.

Ø Reading is an adventure that never ends.

Ø There is no age bar for learning.

Ø Low aim is crime.

QUOTABLE QUOTES

Life is the art of drawing without an eraser.
-John W Gardner

I not only use all the brains I have but all that I can borrow.
-Woodrow Wilson

Success is going from failure to failure without a loss of enthusiasm.
-Winston Churchill

The best way to cheer your self up is to try to cheer some body else up.
-Mark Twain

The whole world steps aside for the man who knows where he is going.
-Anon haring.
-Elie Wiesel
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AMIYA  MOHANTY 
(9th BATCH)
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BASUDEB 

MAHARANA
(6th BATCH)
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JYOTI RANJAN

BISWAL
(9th BATCH)
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GREETINGS  FROM  DEEP  WITHIN...
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NAME BATCH MOBILE E MAIL LOCATION COMPANY 

ABANIKANTA SAHOO 2ND 9822876093 abanikant@gmail.com PUNE RSB Global
B.P.ROUT 9850660669 bishnu2000@yahoo.com PUNE               Saint Gobain Sekurit India Ltd

NIRMAL NAYAK 9822750528 nirmal_nayak@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

SATYABRAT DAS 9860000852 dassatya1@rediffmail.com AURANGABAD Ford ( INDIA ) 

DILIP KU. KAYASTA 3RD 9822750495 dilip_k123@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

SISIR KU. MALLICK 9850965467 sisirmallick@rediffmail.com PUNE Caparo Engg India Pvt Ltd

SOVANKANTA PADHI 4TH 9371199009 sovanpadhi@gmail.com PUNE RSB Global

SUSHIL MOHAPATRA 9923078438 m.sushil@gmail.com PUNE I Veeteese Technologies

CHANDAN SAMAL 5TH 9422358004 samalchandan@rediffmail.com PUNE I Design

VIJAYRATNA BODA 8613115033902 vijayratnakumar@rediffmail.com CHINA

UMAKANTA SAHOO 9850725917 mailuma@indiatimes.com PUNE SEMCO             

JALADHAR SAHOO 9890902681 sahujaladhar@rediffmail.com PUNE TAPS             

SIBABRAT NAYAK                    9881497358 snayak@visteon-jv.com GERMANY TATA VESTEON     

BARENYA PTTANAIK 9890169055 barenya2rediffmail.com PUNE MIND Industries      

CHITARANJAN SWAIN 9970321167 swainchitaranjan@yahoo.co.in PUNE SEMCO     

SAMBIT KU SAHOO 9881290626 mailme189@yahoo.com PUNE SEMCO     

SAROJ DASH 9960265139 sarojdash166@rediffmail.com PUNE TATA VESTEON   

TAPAN PATRA 9823245501 ttapan@rediffmail.com PUNE MINDA Industries  

BASUDEV MAHARANA 9423214950 basudev_moharana@onwardsgroup.com PUNE Onward Technologies

JAYASHANKAR NAYAK 8TH 9850103549 jayasankar.nayak@gmail.com PUNE Cyret Technologies

ANUPAM ADHIKARY 9894745364 anupam.adhikary@gmail.com CHENNAI Catervpillar

RAMCHANDRA BASKEY 9890563153 rcbaskey@rediffmail.com PUNE Mahindra Automotive steels

jJAYAPRAKASH DAS 9922488095 jpdas_260@rediffmail.com PUNE Lucky Engoneering

BIBHU P.PATTAJOSHI 9317584671 bibhu2@rediffmail.com PUNE FMGIL

S.S.SOREN 9960254968 soren_ial@yahoo.com PUNE Renishaw Metrological

DHIRENDU PATTANAIK 9994498939 dhirendu@rediffmail.com PUNE Ashok Leyland , Hosur

S.P.MOHANTY 9822750529 satyaspm123@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

ABHIMANYU KAR 9850967286 a_karcttc@yahoo.co.in PUNE Miji Components

SABYASACHI RATHA 9825778262 mailratha259@yahooo.com BARODA

SANTOSH KU. ROUT 9TH 9850135204 santosh_cttc@rediffmail.com PUNE Caparo Engg India Pvt Ltd

BISWARANJAN BARIK 9921431384 biswa_bkp@yahoo.com PUNE Comau (India) Pvt Ltd

K. RAMPRASAD 9860383711 ramprasad_vizag@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

AMIYA KU. MOHANTY 9850132770 amiya_lipu@rediffmail.com PUNE Onward Technologies
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NARES .KU NAIK 9890301977 naik_nkumar@yahoo.com PUNE Segula Technologies

SUMANTA SUBUDHI 9873937327 sumanta_327@rediffmail.com DELHI Maruti Udyog , 

JYOTIRANJAN BISWAL 9860585034 biswaljyoti@rediffmail.com MUMBAI Glow tech Moulds

RANJIT SINGH 9885782882 ranjit_kabi@rediffmail.com HYDRABAD Tecumseh(I) Pvt Ltd

SUBRAT BHANJA 9893441422 skb_286@yahoo.co.in INDORE Eicher Motors

SHAILESH KUMAR 10TH 9371072748 shaileshdtdm@yahoo.co.in PUNE RSB Global

R.N.PRADHANI 9423201318 rabipradhani@rediffmail.com THANE Eicher Dam

MANASH DASH 9422535703 manash_dash@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

AMARESH KUMAR 9326474850 amarnitish@yahoo.com MUMBAI

TARUNPRAVA ROUT 9972303740 tarun_rout@rediffmail.com BANGALORE Valvo

MANAS R. MALLICK 9885913295 manasranjan_355@rediffmail.com HYDRABAD SATYAM

SATYABRAT ACHARY 9371072748 satya367@gmail.com PUNE ADD Gel

SWANOOP KU.MALLICK 9422540745 swanoop09@yahoo.co.in PUNE HAL Sunabeda

SANDEEP CHOUDHARY 9371074353 sandeep_375@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global              

SWAYAMDEEPTA swayadeepta@gmail.com MUMBAI GODREJ

RASANAND SOREN 020-30940393 soren381@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

PUNIT S. BARLA onpunit@yahoo.co.in PUNE

SASANKA BISWAL 9427342565

SUBHASISH MOHANTY 11TH 9890411694 subhashis_mohanty@rediffmail.com PUNE International Auto Ltd

CH.P.S.NANDA 9890419710 partha_445@rediffmail.com PUNE International Auto Ltd

M.HUSHAIN 9822976396 mustak_bbsr@rediffmail.com PUNE International Auto Ltd

RAKESH MISHRA 9822323817 mishra.rakeshkumar@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

RAKESH DAS 9370114457 rakesh_431@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

SUJIT PAL  9326473237 sujitpal@engineers.com MUMBAI

FANIBHUSHAN MOHANTY 9850658361 funny_dreamfinder@rediffmail.com MUMBAI Mtech Moulds

JANMEJAYA PANDA 9823778581 janmejayapanda@rediffmail.com PUNE Miji Components

BIPIN MALLICK - bipin_mallick@rediffmail.com PUNE Mtech Moulds

BISWAJIT MALLICK 9325508521 biswajitlitan@rediffmail.com PUNE TATA Motors

DILLIP BEHERA 9327909496 dilip_love@yahoo.co.in PUNE

PADMAJA TRIPATY 9370182474 pinky4uin@rediffmail.com PUNE

BISWAJIT PRADHAN - biswajit_443@gmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

S.A.BURHAN 9822833948 PUNE RSB Transmisson

NIRAJ ACHARYA 9326001564 niraj_444@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

RATIKANTA SAHOO  9850496426 ratikanta_84@rediffmail.com PUNE Miji Components

SUKANTA KU NAIK 12 TH 9890452132 sukanta76@yahoo.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto



AMIT MOHAPATRA 9890555720 PUNE Conex Avio Auto

AJAY KU NAYAK - ajay451@rediffmail.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto

SUJIT BEHERA 9860339663 sujitbehera_1216@yahoo.co.in PUNE Conex Avio Auto

CH.SANMUKH RAO - sammblues@yahoo.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto

ABHISHEK MOHAPATRA 9860279802 chick_chickun@yahoo.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto

MURALIDAHR BEHERA - muralib463.yahoo.co.in PUNE Conex Avio Auto

DEEPAK ACHARYA - deepakmantu4u@yahoo.com PUNE

JANA RANJAN MOHAPATRA 9850072674 jnn_mohapatra@yahoo.co.in PUNE

MUKES CHAHATRAY 9890369989 mukeshk476@yahoo.co.in PUNE Render India

CHANDRAKANT SAHOO 9823778578 sahu_chandrakant-smart@yahoo.com PUNE Render India

RAGHUNATH KHTEI 9370071483 raghunathkhatei@gmail.com MUMBAI ASB International

BISWAJIT MOHAPATRA 13TH 9960390541 biswajit_dtdm2003@rediffmail.com PUNE LUMAX

DIPTIRANJAN BEHERA 9860390541 dipu_onluyours@yahoo.com PUNE IAI

SUDARSHAN BEHERA sudarshanbehera@yahoo.co.in PUNE LUMAX

RAJESH BARIK rajeshbarik@yahoo.com PUNE IAI

KUMAR NANDAN 9960081370 nandan.kumar@rsbglobal.com PUNE RSB Global

SISIR KUMAR BEHERA 9860705651 sisir_sis@yahoo.co.in PUNE IAI

SMRITIRANJAN CHOUDHURY smrutiranjan_545@yahoo.com

BIRBRISA SOREN birbirs520@yahoo.co.in UTTARANCHAL RSB Global

VIVEK YMANA 996025015 vivekyamna4all@yahoo.com PUNE IAI

JAMES KONGARI james_2006@yahoo.co.in PUNE RSB Global

SURYAKANTA NIRALA 9850769151 nirala_surya@yahoo.co.in PUNE Render India Pvt Ltd
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GANESH 
ENGINEERING

Gat No. 712/12/14 Survey No. 162, 
Plot - 20 Siddhivinayak Ind. Estate, 

Kudalwadi, Chikhali, Pune - 412 114.

C
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DAREKAR E. M.
DAREKAR G. M.

HINDUSTAN
ENGINEERING & SYSTEMS

Centralised Lubrication System,
Precision Job Works & Fabrication.

Ph. No. : 02137 - 52845
Mob. : 9422516476, 9860459228

Motorised 
Lubrication Unit

Air Oil Mist Lubrication System

Hand Operated
Piston Pump Oil

Metering Cartridges

Gat NO. 146, Sanaswadi, Pune - Nagar Road,
Near Rajendra Hotel, Tal. Shirur, Dist. Pune - 412 208.
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SPEED AUTOMATION
Mnufacturer of 

Special Purpose Machines
Testing Rig’s for Automobile 

& Electrical industries
Line Automation

Colour Coding Mahinecs
Jigs & Fixtures with 

Electro - Mechanical Attachment

Plot No. T-188, M.I.D.C., Bhosari, Pune - 411 028.
Tel. : 020 - 27110505, Mobile :9890769647

E-mail : spped_auto@rediffmail.com

We Provides :
Design Services

Technical Solutions
Pneumatic Solutions

With Best Compliments from
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Plot No. 2, 'S' Block, M.I.D.C.,

Bhosari, Pune - 411 026.

Telefax : (O) - 020 - 27110135

Tel. : (O) - 020 - 27111585

(M) : 9822334481

e-mail id : hitechpune1@vsnl.net

Hitech Engineers
Checking guage (BIW & BIB)

Tool Mfg.

Fixtures (BIW & BIB)

Digitising on Renishaw Cyclone

Reverse Engineering

CNC Machining on

Deckel Maho, HAAS &

HARTFORD PRO 3000 (3m x 1.5m)

With Best Compliments from
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MORAYA
SPARKTECH ENGINEERS

UNDERTAKE JOBWORK ON 

CNC WIRE EDM & SPARK EROSION.

Gat No. 169, Talawade Road, 

Rupeenagar, Pune - 412 114.

Tel. : 020 - 27690148, 30962964, 30962965

Mfg. of Press Tools, 

Press Components, 

Jigs & Fixtures

With Best Compliments from


